BOOKS

Open Doors t o China
andTibc«
Until 1980 no more than 2,000
foreigners had ever visited
Tibet. One of them was Alan
Winnington, Daily Worker correspondent in China, whose
fascinating memoirs, titled
Breakfast with Nao, are now published (Lawrence and Wishart
£4.95 pbk).
It was not until after the
Cultural Revolution and Red
Guard vandalisations that
Tibet was open to visitors.
Nowadays the doors are open.
Two new guide books cater
particularly for the independent back-packer. Lonely
Planet, whose China: A Tnmi Survival Kit is now clutched in foreign hands from Shanghai to
Shenyang, has produced a
similar guide to Tibet. Tibet: A
Trwel Sunivai Mt, (Michael
Buckley & Robert Strauss,
Lonely Planet, E4.9S) shows
points of entry, both allowed
and in theory banned, from
four adjoining Chinese provinces.
The Collins guide by
Elizabeth Booz, A Guide to Tibet
(£8.95) is less adventurous, but
strong on Tibetan history. Both
books tell you, quite calmly, at
what point on the highway to
Nepal you can turn left for
Mount Everest.
The Lonely Planet China will
shortly be challenged by Routledge & Kegan Paul's The Rough
Guide to Oiim by Rhonda Evans,
Catherine Sanders and Chris
Stewart (£6.95). It is also
strong on historical detail and
some less familiar stoppingplaces, but it cannot keep up

with the pace of change as the
door swings open wider. Much
more is now possible than it
admits says a recent backpacker scanning its text.
This could not have been imagined by Alan Winnington in
1949 as he drank moonshine
with the leaders of the Chinese
revolution on the eve of their
victory.
Winnington went on to
report on the Korean War from
the Northern side. Accused of
treason and deprived of his
passport, he then worked in
Beijing till he became disillusioned with the Great Leap
Forward.
Breakfast With Mao is a
curiously incomplete book and
not only because Winnington
died in the final stage of writing it. There is a sense of conspiratorial mystery and his Korean observations are enigmatic. The exception, is germ
warfare, where he explains exactly why he is still convinced
it was used.
Winnington becomes more
discursive on the joys of China
before the Great Leap - the
'golden years' before Mao
when, 'half-way to madness',
he insisted on trying to create
'overnight socialism' in Tibei
and everywhere else. Mao created a fantasy world. Winnington concludes, in which the
only winners were timeserving cadres. That is at least
half true. The other half - the
genuine excitement of mass
mobilisation for many Chinese
- is now only a historical truth
which can never be relived. •
John Gittings

Yravoilors Tracts
Travel literature is a boom
area these days. There are
many tomes available for
armchair
consumers
of
travelling sagas. A Book of
Traveller's Talcs edited by Eric
Newby is out in paperback
(Picador £4.95) and is enjoyable to peruse before a warm
fire. Jan Morris' offerings do
encourage the reader to leave
the armchair. Her two latest
paperbacks are Among The
Cities (Penguin £4.95) and Journeys (Oxford £4.95).
John Julius Norwich's A Taste
For Travel (Papermac £7.95) is
again for the armchair. Granta
devotes another whole issue to
travel.
Martha Gellhom revisits
Cuba, Salman Rushdie in
Nicaragua, Angola, Afghanistan... And though it's been on
the shelves for a few months
now. Pandora's Half The Earth
(£5.95) deserves another mention.
Two other quick mentions.
Richard Barber's Penguin
Guide to Medieval Europe (£6.95)
is ever so tasteful, and the 50th
anniversary facsimile reissue

Now Y o r k Now Y o r k
Want to visit New York cheaply? Then you'd be wise to acquire the newly-published
Rough Guide to New York by
Martin Dunsford and Jack Holland (Routledge & Kegan Paul,
£4.50 pbk).
New York is certainly 'a helluva town', as the song goes, but
it's an expensive one too. The
guide's suggestions for cheap
accommodation are extremely
useful and unusual. Points too
for the sections on the outer
boroughs and up-state that are
too often ignored by visitors,
and for the reminders that New
York is not just glitz but also
home to many unassimilated

Trcchs I n Foreign
Parts

curiosity, fear and resilience,
with the documentary eleIn TrauMe Again a special issue of ments as back-up.
travel writing is Granta's
By contrast, Hanif Kureishi's
latest collection (£3.95).
'Bradford' could have been an
Travel writing is a rather hyb- article in The Guardian, locatrid beast; part reportage, part ing the complexities of Asian
autobiography, part journal- life in a British city. In between
ism. At the very least it chal- these we touch briefly on Cuba,
lenges the boundaries between Angola, China, India - a kind of
'fact' and 'fiction', in that the white person's trek around
recording of the traveller's im- foreign parts.
pressions will always provoke
If I feel somewhat uneasy, it
her/him to explore ways to is nothing to do with the quality
evoke the exotic/frightening of the writing. With journeys to
for the alien reader.
so many different places it's as
Perhaps with this in mind, the if one were reading a collection
editors began the collection of exotic fiction rather than
with Redmond O'Hanlon's ex- documentary. But then again,
traordinary 'Amazon Adven- perhaps such a collection highture', a vivid account of two lights the fact that when the
companions with different re- journey is done, it remains in
sponses to the hardship of the the traveller's mind as a story
jungle. This piece is really a to be told to others. •
story about hedonism and Michelene WaruLor

Tho I t c h
If you have the itch to travel,
Travellers Health (Richard
Dawood, Oxford University
Press, pbk £6.95) should cure
you. No sniggering jibes at
Monteczumas revenge here,
just gruesome detail and sound
advice parcelled into neat
essays custom-made for that
long flight or slow train.
Beware of Japanese puffer
fish cooked by an amateur;
death is preceded by a tingling
of the lips... Don't forget that
the best time to cross the Sahel
coincides with the meningitis
season. Guinea worm is an
45

of Fader's 1936 On The Continent is entertaining (and expensive at £13).
These books are all very well,
but they won't tell you where to
find good bars or the cheapest
restaurants. The Rough Guides
(Routledge and Kegan Paul)
are well on the way to being the
key good advice books of the
1980s. They already cover
most of Europe, keep extending (recently China and Eastem Europe soon), and are well
worth tracking down.
The familiar names in the
guide book world keep coming
out. Fodor's,
Frommer's,
Baedeker's, Blue Guides, Berlitz and the like.
I prefer the Baedeker's
country and city guides because of their excellent
typography and design. They
are also accurate and genuinely useful.
For exotic mouth-watering
reads, I'd just as soon settle
down with Speedbird's Worldwide Brochure (British Airways) or the Wildlife, Cultural
and Wilderness journeys put out
by Twicfcers World. •
David Brazil
ethnic groups and homeless
people.
But guidebooks are always a
little out-of-date and it shows
here in the nightclub section
(rich, chic hangouts and the
passe) and sketchy coverage of
upper west side (home of left
intellectuals, blacks and Hispanics).
However, if you ignore the
laboured and mis-spelt dictionary of New York slang, and
chance your luck with the
many cheap, ethnic restauremts not mentioned, the
Rough Guide to New York
should prove an invaluable introduction to the Big Apple. •
Anya Schiffrin
alarming and distasteful infection that few travellers catch,
but it gets two absorbing
pages. The chapter on intestinal parasites is brilliant, and the
lines on 'creeping eruption'
will change your view of dogs
forever.
A wonderful, juicy book that
will help people with serious
medical problems (like diabetes) to cope with different
environments, whilst warning
the truly intrepid against local
pathologies. Tuck a copy into
your toupee before you take
off.«
Steve Iliffe
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LEFT IN LOVE
The cheapest heart search in the
country. International pen-pals wanted!
Entries last for 2 issues. 30p a word.
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• Female flint seeks another (male) for
mutual spark. Concerns- Feminism,
politics, travel. W. Midlands. Box 044.
• Bisexual socialist man (23, Avon)
many interests, seeks independent
relationship with mutual care and
affection, with nice young socialist guy.
Box 045.
• Dynamic woman (27) with high
expectations seeks attractive and
intelligent man interested in design/arts
scene. Box 046.
• Lively intelligent woman seeks
attractive man (30+) into food,
frlmgoing, political argument and
frivolity. Box 047.
• London male, 30, sensitive,
sympathetic, non-macho, non-sexist,
would like to meet a woman who wants
a genuine no-pressure, mutually
supportive friendly relationship. Photo
and phone number appreciated. Box
048.
• East Midlands male, 22, attractive but
shy, seeks caring, intelligent socialist
female. I'm into music, travel, sport,
politics, Y.H.A., Nights out, A.L.A. Box
049.
• Male socialist, 40. Likes Orwell/
Camus/French Impressionists/Cyndi
Lauper and Victoria Wood. Loves
children. Seeks humorous female. South
of Watford. Box 050.
• Look into my eyes. Let me hypnotise
you. Basically I want to funk. Or hop
hips. Music essential. Photograph
revealing. Pronto. As for code; 22 M.
seeksF. 30. BoxOSl.
• Lively male socialist-retired. Would
like to meet female 50+. Enjoys theatre,
walking, loving, travelling - not always
in that order. Rather involved politically.
Box 051.
• Lesbian feminist seeks friends. Box
052.
• Distinctive looking, male history
graduate. Aged 25, 5' 7" tall, far Left,
would be novelist, non-smoker,
non-drinker, seeks woman friend. Box
053.
• Bright, petite woman (31) seeks man
with sense of humour and liking for the
pleasures of life. London/SE. Box 054.
• Black guy into health in a big way,
looking for female company jogging,
etc. Box 055.
• Socialist feminist, 31 who likes art,
soul, salsa, looking for a humorous man.
Box 056.
• Single woman, mid-thirties wishes to
meet gentleman South-Wales area. Box
057.
• Gay Commie boy (22) folk-obsessed,
loves dancing, and hacking, seeks
compatible London-ish haircut for a wild
'87. Box 058.
• Happy, clumsy, feminist loves books,
films, dancing, seeks hipster (M/F) for
casual safe sex. No puritans please. Box
059.
C New job, new area, male looking for
new woman friends, new intellectual
and physical stimuli. I enjoy films,
concerts, running, mountaineering,
literature, etc. I am a very fit 39. Kendal
based. Can travel. Box 060.
• Foot-fetishist? Me neither. Health,
sun, sand, good company. M. 26. Box
061.
• Feminist (29) likes Dorothy Parker, The
Bangles, and Mayakowsky. dislikes block
votes, nylon and Billy Bragg. Seeks lively
reconstructed man for romance but fun
will do. Box 062.
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• Wanted. Michael Ignatieff look-alike
or even the real thing. By 30 year-old
feminist. Box 063.

HOLIDAYS
• Lower Shaw Farm. Alternative
learning holidays and weekend courses;
whole food vegetarian meals. Children
welcome. For details of events; s.a.e.
Lower Shaw Farm, Shaw, Swindon,
Wiltshire, Tel; 0793-771080.
• Tried the rest now try the best. For
low air fares to world-wide destinations
inc. Africa, SHL, 313A Hoe St, London
E17.01-520 7911.
• Brighton. Send S.A.E. for weekend
activities programme and detail, details
of ideal conference/meeting place.
Sleeps 17+ Cheap and cheerful with all
facilities. TOAL-Con, 39 St Aubyns, Hove,
BN3 2TH (0273) 24739.
• Tibet & Nepal trekking adventures
guided by Sherpa Co-operative.
Departures East, August (Tibet) and
October. SAE Adventure Trekking, 40
Queenspark Court, Edinburgh, EH8 7DX.
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SERVICES
• Socialist solicitor can provide range of
legal services at fair rate for his labour.
Lloyd Tucker. Nottingham (0602)
256532/297463.
• T h e Typing Pool a woman's
co-operative. Professional low cost
typing of articles, thesis, letters etc, from
script or tape. Translation and typing of
French, German, Spanish and Italian.
Central London. Tel; 01-837 1489.
• Buzz Builders (common ownership
Co.). General building repairs. We
specialise in loft and studio conversions.
Business number now 01 674701 2.
• Make-a-Date is only for
attractive/intelligent people residing in
the South East. We're free from selective
membership, exceedingly confidential.
Tel; 0323 899 620 for recorded message
of how probably the finest dating
service of its type in the U.K
WORKS.
• The Gentlemen's Bureau Of Mayfair,
Manchester and Glasgow in production
service forthe Professional, Non-Scene
Homosexual Male; whether you like
Bartok or something more vicious;
whether you have a punk hair style or
wear a monocle, ring 01-340 5306. Open
10am to 6pm. Closed on Wed. and Sun.
Special rates for students and
unemployed. TGB is affiliated with the
NCCL. Tell Sid.

FOR SALE
• Hammer and sickle jumpers. Black
lambswool with red motif. Loose fitting.
S.M.L. £24.99 plus £1.50 p+p. Jill
Setterington, Software Knitted
Garments, 6 Ashville View, Leeds, LS6
1LT. Tel; 0532 788837.

• Peoples Bookshop, (Newcastle), 189
Westgate Road, NE4 BAA. For all your
progressive reading. Marxism, Labour
movement, peace and feminism plus
periodicals.
• Bookmarks. 265 Seven Sisters Rd, N4.
North London's leading socialist
bookshop. Two floors of good books
and pamphlets.
• Central Books, 37 Grays Inn Road,
WC1. Large selection of books on
Marxism, Feminism, Third World,
Industrial Relations, Politics, Fiction. Also
a selection of second-hand books,
posters, cards, badges and a mail-order
service. Tel; 01-242 6166.
• Books on Socialism and labour
movement. 2nd hand list available for
s.a.e. from Northern Herald Books, c/o 6
Edmund St., Bradford 5.
• Key Books, Birmingham 25 Essex
Street, B5 4TR (corner of Inge Street,
behind the Hippodrome). Marxism,
Feminism, Peace, Black Studies,
Magazines, open Monday-Saturday
10.00-5.30pm.
• For a list of radical bookshops in
Britain send s.a.e. to; Federation of
Radical Booksellers, c/o Housmans, 5
Caledonian Road, London, N1 9DX.

PUBLISHERS
• Socialist Publisher. Cheap,
professional publishing service.
Author-financed booklets (poetry,
political pamphlets, etc.) to a high
quality. Coventry 23128.
• Social Reform and movements.
Catalogue No. 1. Available. Philip D.
Walden. P.O. Box 120, London E8 2PU.

RADIATION

LEIT AT PLAY
For activity which doesn't involve
placards, party membership drives, and
religious fervour. We'll keep your
activity updated for a year, after initial
entry, at half price! 40p a word.
• ' H u e and Cry'. The hottest salsa soul
Scottish songs. Watch out for new single
hit the charts. Fan club. Box POOS.
• Prince of Wales, Brixton. Everyone
here. Weather great. The odd fight, and
lots of cruising. But hope the holiday
mood keeps up.
• BAD . . . funk nights in The Sanctuary
at Heaven on Friday nights. Only £3. M.T.
club-goers, mainly gay but mixed.
• The Ubiquitous Chip, Ashton Lane,
Glasgow. Trendy, up-market but great
selection of beers, and intellectual
crowd from Yooni.

• Collets Chinese Bookshop, 40 Great
Russell Street, London WC1B 3PJ. Tel;
01-580 7538.
Books in Chinese and English from and
about China. Chinese language aids.
Oriental art books. Traditional Chinese
embroideries, antiques, prints, jewellery,
porcelain and embroideries.

• What's the radiactive background in
your neighbourhood? Be sure with Mr
Clean Geiger Counter. Robust, sensitive,
scientific instrument for non-scientists.
£299.00 (inc p&p). Good textbook;
Details s.a.e. BCM/RADS, WC1N 3XX.

COMPUTERS
• Soft Solution Limited • Software
design • Consultancy • Equipment •
Electronic mail. 25 Downham Rd,
London N1, Tel: 01-249 2948.

BOOKSELLERS
• Hammersmith Books Famous for
out-of-print books. Over 100,000 titles
from left to right. A worldwide mail
order service since 1948. And we buy
your old books. 01-876 7254 (24 hrs).
Barnes High St, London SW13 9LR.
• Collets International Shop. 129-131
Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H OEQ.
Tel; 01-734 0782/3.
British books, journals and pamphlets;
fiction, languages (incl. EFL), politics,
economics, social sciences, labour, trade
union and peace movement. Literature,
teaching aids, travel, art books, sheet
music and records from the USSR and
Eastern Europe. Folk records and
songbooks. Political posters, badges,
cards and T-Shirts.
• Collets Penguin Bookshop, 64-66
Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H OBD.
Tel; 01-836 6306. Most Penguins,
Pelicans in print. Secondhand section.
Social science, reference, travel, cookery
books, the best of modern fiction from
other publishers.

PHOTOGRAPHY
• Photo Co-op undertake photography
commissions (all locations and formats),
exhibition and tape/slide promotion,
and have 10,000 pictures on social
themes available for reproduction. Call
or write for details; Photo Co-op, 61
Webbs Rd, London SW11 6RX, 01-228
8949.

COURSES
• Adult education courses on Africa at
the Institute for African Alternatives
(IFAA), 23 Devenden St., N1. "The
political economy of Africa" 25 Feb to 1
April. "Neo-colonialism and
development in Africa" 8 April to 13
May, "Historyof African Women" 9
April t o 14 May, "The History of Africa"
21 Mayto24June. CallOl 251 1503. Day
schools also available.

REAL ALE
• Camden Real Ale: 140 different types
of bottled beer from around the world.
40 different ales/lagers available in
various size barrels. Four pint carry-out
service. Belgian Beer Specialists.
Opening times 10-8, Monday to
Saturday, 12-2 Sunday. 4 Ferdinand St, of
Chalk Farm Road, Camden Town,
London NW1 Tel; 01 482 2186.
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ACCOMMODATION

VALENTINE MESSAGES

• Black graduate, 27, urgently seeks
London room at reasonable rent. Box
A007.
• 24 year-old professional woman seeks
Camden Town/Islington seks
self-contained flatlet. Under
£160/month.BoxA008.

MARXISM TODAY
READERS GROUPS

FITNESS
• Jogging is safer in S London with
friend(s). Contact Box S3.
• Bodybuilding. The psychological
benefits can outweigh the physical ones.
Generate confidence and a sense of
physical control. Stretch yourself. Its for
everyone. We offer home courses for all
ages and both sexes; including full
fitness programmes with exercise
diagrams - one, two or three month
courses available. Send cheque or postal
order for £5, £6 or £7 respectively, plus
50p postage to MRC Fitness Studio Ltd.
83 New Street, Dairy, Ayrshire, KA24
5BY.

THERAPY
• Therapy: Psycho-politics?
Psycho-analysis study group. Central
London. Box TOOL

CYCLES
• Mosquito Bikes. For sales, spares and
fast repairs; and very friendly staff. A
workers co-operative, no less. Phone
01-249 7915.
• Bottom Bracket Bicycle Holidays,
France and Spain. SaeB.B.B.T., 13
Killerton Road, Bude, Cornwall.

REMOVALS
• Womens moves. Reliable, friendly,
professional moves. Free quotes: 01-733
3519 or 400 8446.

LESBIAN & GAY
Lesbian and Gay readers. Send s.a.e. for
booklists to Box M.T., Lavendar Menace
Bookshops, 11a Forth Street, Edinburgh,
EH1 3LE.
• Lesbian or Gay? Bisexual? On the left?
Why not get in touch with the CP's
Lesbian and Gay Advisory, 224-236
Walworth Road, London SE17.

ESCORTS
• Don . . . 01 3 2 8 1 0 1 0 . . . hot massage
by muscular, dark-haired, handsome
guy. Also leather. For the guys. Anytime.

Initiating everything from dialectics t o
discos Marxism Today Discussion
Groups are springing up all over Britain.
We now have available blank Marxism
Today Group posters, plus a range
ready-made for meetings on Marxism,
Style, and Drugs (more t o follow). For
these, or help with speakers, advice etc,
write to us at Box POOL Marxism Today,
16 St John St., London EC1M 4AY. Same
goes, if you want t o know if there is a
group near you.
• Glasgow February discussion on The
media of the Left' with Alan Lawson,
Editor of Radical Scotland and Willie
Thompson of Marxism Today Editorial
Board. Wickets Hotel, Partick, Wed Feb
18th at 8pm. Details: BoxP017.
• Wellingborough Discussion Forums
for the Spring being planned on Aids,
Labour's Defence Policy, and
Socialist-Democracy. Interested? get in
touch. BoxPOIB.
Queen Mary College, London Meeting
to talk aout 'Drugs - Public Enemy
Number One?'Thursday February 12th,
1pm in the Students' Union. Box P020.
University College Cardiff All-Wales
Gramsci Conference coming in March.
Speakers, seminars, entertainment.
Details, P024.
Bradford University Feminist Forum with
Ros Brunt, Jean Gardiner & Vicky
Seddon. Thursday February 25, 7.30pm
at Bradford University. Info: Box P025.
Bristol 'Beat the Blues' Marxism Today
Festival in May. With workshops, videos,
bands etc. Helpers and ideas needed.
Contact: P026.
Lewisham Discussion on article in
current MT. All welcome. 22nd Feb, 22nd
Mar, 26th April (Sundays 4.00-6.00pm).
Details 01-635-8661.
NOTE: In all cases, send your enquiry to
Marxism Today, 16 ST John St. London
EC1M 4AY. Quoting the relevant box
number.

PUBLICATIONS
• Gay Scotland reflects lesbian, gay and
bisexual thought and activity in Britain
and overseas. Buy from 'Gays the Word'
or other Left Bookshops, or subscribe
£5/5 issues: S8A Broughton Street,
Edinburgh, EHI 3SA, Sample £1.50.
• Radical Scotland. Scotland's top
political magazine, bi-monthly. 70p.
40pp. Socialism; radicalism; Home Rule.
Annual subscriptions £5.40. From 48 The
Pleasance, Edinburgh, EH8 9TJ.
• Gay Life. The fizziest gay magazine in
Britain. Monthly from your local pub or
bookshop. Subscriptions £9 12 months.
Ring 061 236 6026.

EATING OUT
Orexi Restaurant. Greek Food to Take
Away. Fully Licensed for parties.
Recommended by many M.T. Readers
Groups. 236 Hornsey Road, London N7
7LL. Telephone 01/607 7098.

This month's contributors include:
Keith Dixon teaches at Grenoble
University, arid is a member of the
French Communist Party.
Tony Levene is a joumaUst
specialising in financial affairs
and editor of Fund Management
International.
EVENTS
Fred Halliday is Professor of
• Breaking Out? Sexual politics for the
international relations at the
90's. We need help organising our first
London School of Economics, and
event. Islington. May 16th. On Men.
visited Kabul in 1980.
Phone Jonathan Rutherford 01 272 4756.
Martin Weaver works for North
• Stop Sizewell B. Lobby of Parliament
West Thames Regional Health
on 4th Feb. Evening meeting with top
Authority's Aids Education
speakers. Details Friends of the Earth. 01
Project.
837 0731.
Patrick Wintour is the labour
• Communist Party National Student
correspondent on The Guardian.
Conference. 21-22 February. A lively
Elizal>eth Wright is a broadcaster
mixture of debate, training and fun.
on Far Eastern affairs.
Contact Paul Hassan for details. Get
Beatrix Campbell is a journalist on
those red bases built! 16 St John St.
London EC1M 4AY. Phone 01 251 4406.
City Limits magazine and a
member of Marxism Today's
editorial board.
MARXISM TODAY
Fedor Burlatsky is vice-president
presents
of the Soviet Political Sciences
TRADE UNIONS
Association, Professor of
T h e N e w Reality
philosophy in Moscow, lecturer on
T W O meetings In Leeds w i t h
Soviet Communist Party history
PETE CARTER
and author of many books and
C o m m u n i s t Party Industrial
articles on political sociology.
Organiser
Monty Johnstone is a writer on
M O N D A Y 9 t h FEBRUARY
Soviet and East European politics,
and a member of the Communist
L u n c h t i m e 1pm a t
Party's executive committee.
Leeds Polytechnic Students Union
Tony Lane is a director of the
o r g : Leeds Poly Commsoc
Merseyside Enterprise Board and
Evening 7.30pm a t
former consultant to the TGWU.
Leeds Trades Council Club
Jon Bloomfield is a member of
Saville M o u n t LS7
CND's international committee
with
and of the Communist Party's
Paul Corby
executive committee.
Labour Party/UCATT
Eric Hobsbawm was formerly
Regional Secretary
Professor of economic and social
(in personal capacity)
history Birkbeck College, London,
Vicky Seddon
and is a member of Marxism
Today's editorial board.
Sorry no wheelchair access at Trade Club
Elena Lieven is a vice-chair of
Ring (0532) 458675
CND and a lecturer in psychology
f o r m o r e i n f o & assistance
at Manchester University.
MISCELLANEOUS
Brian McNair lectures in media
studies at the University of Ulster.
• Left wing pamphlets and periodicals
Stephen Wagg is a lecturer in
bought for cash. Also interested in
buying libraries of left wing material.
sociology at East Warwickshire
Ring 01-439 2059.
College, Rugby.
Rosemary Betterton is a senior
lecturer in art history at Sheffield
CLASSIFIED RATES
Polytechnic.
• Lineage: 50p per w o r d , except
Jack Lindsay is a novelist,
w h e r e o t h e r w i s e stated.
playwright and member of the
• Semi-display: £7 per c o l u m n
Communist Party.
centimetre
Andy Croft works in adult
A d d 15% V A T t o all t o t a l prices.
education.
D e a d l i n e f o r c o p y : 16th o f
Bernard Crick is the author of
February 1987.
George Orwell: A Life' and of the
Further Enquiries a n d late copy:
Fabian Society pamphlet Socialist
t e l e p h o n e M a l c o l m 01-608 0265.
Values and Time.
Box N u m b e r entries and replies are
Jill Tweedie is the author of the
strictly c o n f i d e n t i a l . M a r k entries
recent novel Internal Affairs.
'Left in Love' o r 'Left at Play', a n d
Fred Steward is a lecturer at Aston
replies w i t h t h e a p p r o p r i a t e Box
University's Management Centre,
No. o n t h e envelope. Please enclose
and a member of Marxism Today's
a s t a m p f o r postage costs.
editorial board.
Michelene Wandour is a
playwright.
David Brazil writes on travel for
City Limits.
Anya Schiffrin works at Granta.
John Gittings is The Guardian's
CAMDEN ARTS CENTRE
China correspondent.
Arkwright Road Steve Iliffe is a GP, an editor of
London NW3
Medicine In Society and a member
of the Communist Party.
Bob Lumley is an Italian teacher
and freelance writer.

• Ki-Ora Pussy-Love Big.
• Get your blancmange, DO? DO.
• My heart aches, and my soul is
quelled, David.
• Spank, Luv Dollop.
• Paul, Keep it up, Mark.

wnKom
16 January - 15 February 1987

FIGHTING SPIRITS
Cliff Rowe
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LOSE-UP

Umberto Eco
Newsweek in December ran
a front cover photo of
Umberto Eco with the headline 'The Code Breaker Name of the Rose Author has
won Fame and Fortune Interpreting the Signs we
Live By'. Inside, a long article celebrates a success
crowned by the film adaptation of Eco's novel starring
Sean Connery, which is about
to go on general release in
Britain. To his publisher's
delight, the movie has created a strong new demand
for Name of the Rose, which
has sold more than 5m
copies, and has been translated into 25 languages.
Here we have not rags to
riches, but monastic obscurity to international fame; not
the absent-minded professor, but the worldly wordsmith and code breaker. And
yet our hero 'looks like a
friendly gnome' and 'teaches
a subject so complex and abstruse that only a few hundred people in the world have
mastered its rudiments'.
Hype? Yes, but then Eco has
understood how to handle as
well as analyse the media,
and plays different roles
according to the occasion.
Faced with American students' demands for the formula for writing a best-

1960s. While this has a personal dimension, it also relates to the dramatic postwar
transformation of Italy in
which America has loomed
large as a model of the future.
The United States is far
from being the only country
with which Eco is familiar.
He teaches at the University
of Sao Paolo in Brazil as well
as at Yale, and is a speaker of
five modem languages.
However, while he has written about the literature of
various countries (particularly France), America occupies a special place in his
work; the 'America', that is,
of mass culture, not its 'cultured' side. Above all, it has
been a place (metaphorical
as much as real) for getting
and testing ideas - a sort of
laboratory.
Eco first made his name
with Apocalittici e Integrati,
which, since its publication
in 1964, has been an obligatory point of reference for
debates on contemporary
culture in Italy. Its importance can be compared with
that of Raymond Williams'
Culture and Society or Roland Barthes' Mythologies.
Basically, through studies of
American
cartoon-strips
(Steve Canyon, Superman,
Charlie Brown), television
popular fiction, Eco de*Here we have not rags to and
monstrated the need to
riches,
but
monastic analyse mass cultural forms
obscurity to international as texts. Today, it all seems
(thanks also to the
fame; not the absent-minded obvious
likes of Eco), but at the time
professor, but the worldly it meant developing an
wordsmith and code breaker* alternative approach to that
of the pessimistic enemies of
seller, Eco speaks in riddles; mass culture (from marxists
surrounded by academic to arch-conservatives), who
obscurantism, he goes in for he calls 'apocalyptic', and to
plain speaking. In America, that of optimistic conforhe plays the Italian human- mists, for whom the expanist, and in Italy, the Amer- sion of the media was autoican 'techno-buff'. However, matically beneficial for all.
this public recognition in (Eco, for instance, has been
Newsweek is appropriate in Marshall McLuhan's acutest
another sense. For Eco, the- critic).
relationship America-Italy/
Over the years, in fact,
Europe has been crucial not Eco's work has shown the
only for his recent acclaim different levels and contrabut for the development of
dictions within mass culture,
his writing and cultural distinguishing, for example,
analysis since the early between 'closed' texts that

impose stereotypes which
prevent rather than provoke
thought, and 'open' ones
which show the complexity
of things. Perhaps his most
important contribution has
been to analyse the role of
the 'reader', and how people
can, and do, interpret television, films or whatever, so
that they 're-make' them.
One of the main reasons for
Eco's importance as an intellectual in Italy has been his
part in intepreting the major
cultural changes symbolised, if not induced, by the
importation of American
cultural models. He was a
leading figure in national
cultural life long before
becoming
internationally
famous. Especially as he has
put his skills as a semiotician
to 'practical' use, proving
himself an astute cultural
operator and valuable political interlocutor and commentator.
Interestingly, Eco has been
a failure as an academic in
the sense that his proposals
for reform at the university
have made little headway. To
his credit, he has failed to
become one of the corrupt
'barons' who use partypolitics to feather their
nests.
Eco has always seen his role
as an intellectual in the
broadest sense. There is his
prolific scholarship and commitment to teaching (even
though he is rich enough not
to have to); it is not by chance
that Eco wrote a manual for
students on thesis-writing
which explains the mechanics and know-how involved.
Then there is his journalism,
especially his regular columns and features for the
weekly L'Espresso, not to
mention his fictional writing.
The 'whole' is so impressive
because the 'parts' add up to
a project and life's endeavour - a rare feat in these
opportunistic times.
Above all, Eco regards his
'public', or rather 'publics',
as citizens to be engaged in
dialogue. This is evident in
£co's own attempt to practise what he preaches about
I 'open' texts and 'active' readers. When the press in Italy
became virtually a vehicle
for propaganda, at the height
of the terrorism emergency,

Eco: wroridly vvordsinith

Eco lucidly examined the
Red
Brigades'
media
strategy, and debunked the
case for a news blackout.
Then, from 1968 onwards, he
has looked sympathetically
as well as critically, at the
social movements that have
erupted in Italian society,
making sense of their seeming 'nonsense' for puzzled
bystanders. Against the
'guard-dog' apologists, who
have identified democracy
with silent majorities, Eco
has been one of an honourable band of intellectuals
who have seen forms of conflict as the sign of a healthy
society and culture.
The success of Name of the
Rose has made Eco famous
as a novelist. However, his
best-seller, in the longer
term, will probably be
judged to have promoted a
revival of the gothic genre a fascination with the Middle
Ages - not to have opened a
new chapter in Italian contemporary
literature
(though other writers, like
Primo Levi, have suddenly
become marketable outside
Italy due to the 'Eco-effect').
Hopefully, in the meanwhile, his other writings will
become available in translation to a wider public in the
same way that Barthes' have.
Certainly he has much ro
teach, not least concerning
the positive role intellectuals
can invent for themselves in
society. •
Bob Lumley
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